Function descriptions

Administration functions

Objective
The Administrative functions allow users to perform standard application administrative tasks such as creation & maintenance of quotation templates, maintenance of user access roles and rights, maintain language transaction of menus, as well as track user access, and troubleshoot possible application problems.
The functions are grouped as links on “Admin” page.
To be able to access administrative functions the user has to have ‘Super User’ rights which are granted after local management grants formal approval (according to SOX regulation).

Benefits
Provides a centralized location for allowing business administrators to perform the necessary tasks required to facilitate commerce and user related activities.

Key Features
- Log of all current and concurrent users actions
- List of session objects
- User account details including the rights granted
- Switch identity function allowing to use the system as someone else
- Search and view real time transaction logs/history. This allows to specify search criteria including message type, user and/or timeframe
- Management of quotation document templates
- Access to Common Authorization Management (CAM) tool used by multiple Group Functions applications to manage user access rights, roles, account requests and group.

Purpose
Provide access to administrative functions of the system

Related Processes & Functions
Common Authorization Management (CAM), which is accessible from Admin tab is a standalone application, which provides user authorization, organizations and content management functions.

More information:
one.abb.com
inside.abb.com/businessonline
inside.abb.com